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a b s t r a c t

27In the present paper, the Fractional Step method usually used in single fluid flow is here extended and
28applied for the two-fluid model resolution using the finite volume discretization. The use of a projection
29method resolution instead of the usual pressure-correction method for multi-fluid flow, successfully
30avoids iteration processes. On the other hand, the main weakness of the two fluid model used for simu-
31lations of free surface flows, which is the numerical diffusion of the interface, is also solved by means of
32the conservative Level Set method (interface sharpening) (Strubelj et al., 2009). Moreover, the use of the
33algorithm proposed has allowed presenting different free-surface cases with or without Level Set imple-
34mentation even under coarse meshes under a wide range of density ratios. Thus, the numerical results
35presented, numerically verified, experimentally validated and converged under high density ratios,
36shows the capability and reliability of this resolution method for both mixed and unmixed flows.
37� 2014 Published by Elsevier Inc.
38

39

40

41 1. Introduction

42 The multiphase flow has become increasingly important, and
43 has been an active research topic due to its wide variety of appli-
44 cation in many natural and industrial fields, ranging from chemical
45 engineering, petro refining to nuclear technology, multiphase
46 transportation, etc.
47 Based on the interface structure, two-phase flow can be divided
48 in three major groups and several subgroups: Stratified flow (also
49 called free surface flow), mixed or transitional flow and dispersed
50 flow (Yeoh and Tu, 2009). Depending on the specific problem,
51 many models are used. They can be divided into the following cat-
52 egories: Interface-tracking methods, particle tracking methods and
53 multi-fluid methods.
54 The interface tracking methods, which are most widely used for
55 the simulation of the transients with moving discontinuous inter-
56 faces, are a basic two-phase flow model from the standpoint of the
57 Navier–Stokes equations. There are many types of interface track-
58 ing methods, which can be classified according to their approaches
59 used to track the interface: Volume of Fraction (VOF) methods,
60 Level Set methods, Lagrangian grid methods (also called surface

61adaptive mesh methods) and Lagrangian–Eulerian methods (also
62called front-tracking methods) (Hirt and Nichols, 1981; Meier
63et al., 2002; Osher and Fedkiw, 2001). Although interface tracking
64method can accurately track the interface, keep the interface sharp
65and conserve the mass; the disadvantage of interface tracking
66method is critical: it is impossible to track the surface when the
67chunks of the particular fluid are smaller than the grid cell in a dis-
68persed flow, and the result of the interface tracking methods loses
69their physical meaning.
70The particle-tracking methods are usually Eulerian–Lagrangian
71methods, where the fluid flow is calculated on a fixed grid, whereas
72the point particles, being smaller than the grid size, are tracked in a
73Lagrangian manner. They are often called the discrete-particle
74model (DPM), discrete-element model (DEM) (Munkejord, 2005)
75or Marker and Cell method (MAC) (Garrioch, 2000). Although it
76can track the fluid with the particles, it fails to provide the premise
77interface. To obtain the exact location of the interface is necessary
78to greatly increase the number of particles with an expensive CPU
79time cost.
80Based on multi-fluid method, two fluid model treats the phases
81as inter-penetrating continua and the whole domain is occupied
82simultaneously by both phases with the ranging volume fraction
83at each control volume. Each phase has its respective continuity,
84momentum and energy equations. Cerne and Petelin (2001) and
85Yan and Che (2010) respectively coupled the interface tracking
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86 method (VOF) and two fluid model to simulate the complex flow
87 where the stratified flow and dispersed flow coexist. The coupling
88 simulation retains the accuracy of the interface tracking schemes
89 for a simple two-phase flow and eliminates the need for the special
90 closure relations of two-fluid model for the same simple flow.
91 The primary goal of the present paper is focused on the detailed
92 two-dimensional numerical simulation of gas–liquid flow with
93 small or large length scale interface. The governing equations of
94 two-fluid model for the incompressible interfacial flows are dis-
95 cretized while the drag force, the surface tension model and inter-
96 face sharpening are described. Although the same model was
97 implemented by Strubelj et al. (2009) with pressure-correction
98 algorithm (SIMPLE) (Patankar, 1980), which is a common solution
99 in single fluid and has been widely extended to multiphase flow,

100 the present paper is focused on Fractional Step algorithm (Yan-
101 enko, 1971; Chorin, 1968) being different from pressure-correction
102 algorithm. Another objective of the present work is to validate the
103 capability of the solution algorithm in multiphase flows and
104 explore the possibility of two fluid model in free surface with
105 and without interface sharpening method, which is not totally val-
106 idated by Strubelj et al. (2009). With the proposed algorithm, the
107 validation of two-fluid model applied on dispersed flow and free
108 surface is performed out under different cases with a wide range
109 of density ratio and viscosity ratio: Rayleigh–Taylor instability case
110 with low density ratio, dam break case with high density ratio and
111 high viscosity; while the pressure jump over a droplet interface, an
112 oscillating droplet and a rising bubble are also tested. Finally, sed-
113 imentation case is implemented for the dispersed flow.

114 2. Mathematical model

115 2.1. Governing equations

116 The two-fluid model is an average numerical representation for
117 multiphase flow, characterized by two independent velocity fields
118 which specify the motions of each phase. The basic conservative
119 governing equations consist of two continuity equations and two
120 momentum equations including surface tension. They are derived
121 by averaging the original ones for single phase fluid. Detailed der-
122 ivation of the two-fluid model can be found in the book (Ishii and
123 Hibiki, 2006). Thus, two sets of mass and momentum conservation
124 governing equations of each k phase are defined as:
125

@ðqkakÞ
@t

þr�ðqkak~ukÞ¼0 ð1Þ

@ðqkak~ukÞ
@t

þr�ðqkak~uk~ukÞ ¼�akrpþr�ðlkakr~ukÞþqkak~gþ~FD;kþ~FS;k ð2Þ
127127

128 Assuming that the fluid is incompressible, and there is no phase
129 change through the interface, a non-conservative mathematical
130 formulation form of two-fluid model is written below:
131

@ðqkakÞ
@t

þr � ðqkak~ukÞ ¼ 0 ð3Þ

@~uk

@t
þr � ð~uk~ukÞ ¼ �

1
qk
rpþ Rð~ukÞ þ

~FD;k

akqk
ð4Þ

133133

134 where Rð~ukÞ is defined as
135

Rð~ukÞ ¼ �r � ð~uk~ukÞ þ
lk

qk
D~uk þ~g þ

~FS;k

qkak137137

138 Both fluids share the same space and pressure having different
139 velocity fields. In that sense, their both continuity equations are
140 added and can be written in the following form
141

r � ða1u1 þ a2u2Þ ¼ 0 ð5Þ143143

1442.2. Drag force

145Drag force ~FD describes interfacial forces in momentum equa-
146tions (also called interfacial friction forces), referred to forces that
147oppose the relative motion of an object through a fluid (liquid or
148gas). Since drag force is dependent on the relative velocities
149between both phase flows, if interface tracking is implemented
150within two-fluid model, drag force term has to be taken into
151account. It is important to highlight that the sum of local drag
152forces of both phases must be zero: ~FD;2 ¼ �~FD;1.
153Different drag force formulations were employed in many refer-
154ences (Oey et al., 2001; Cerne and Petelin, 2001; Buwa and Ranade,
1552002; Yan and Che, 2010; Ishii and Mishima, 1984). The drag force
156over k phase usually used by many researchers is FD;k ¼ ðak

cD
2 Þ

157qcAcj~ur j~ur (Ishii and Mishima, 1984), where subscript c represents
158the continuous phase, qc is the density of continuous phase, Ac is
159the volumetric interfacial area, ~ur is the relative velocity and cD is
160an empirical coefficient. Other variant of drag force is
161FD;d ¼ �FD;c ¼ 3

4 acadqc
cD
d j~ur j~ur (Buwa and Ranade, 2002), where

162subscript d; c represents dispersed and continuous phase respec-
163tively, and d is the diameter of dispersed flow instead of Ac although
164having the same unit.
165In the present paper, the drag force equation for dispersed flow
166is FD ¼ a1a2qm

CD
d j~u1 �~u2jð~u1 �~u2Þ (Strubelj and Tiselj, 2011),

167where mixture density is qm, drag coefficient cD is usually a func-
168tion of bubble or droplet, while the modeling of the interfacial
169length scale is imposed by the physics of the flow and is equal to
170the fluid equivalent diameter d. For free surface, drag force applied
171only to free surface flow is an empirical closure correlations
172(Strubelj and Tiselj, 2011). The term depends on relative velocity
173~u2 �~u1, mixture density qm, drag coefficient cD and interfacial
174length scale d
175

~FD;1 ¼ a1a2ð~u2 �~u1Þqm
cD

d
ð6Þ

qm ¼ a1q1 þ a2q2 ð7Þ 177177

178where cD ¼ 0:44 and d ¼ cDDt
100 is large enough for equalizing the

179velocities of both phases at interface.

1802.3. Surface force

181Surface force ~FS is calculated as continuum surface force, based
182on curvature j, as follows
183

~FS ¼ rjra1 ð8Þ 185185

186where r is surface tension coefficient. The curvature is calculated as
187follows
188

j ¼ �r �~n; ~n ¼ ra1

jra1j
ð9Þ

190190

191Finally, surface tension force can be split between two phases
192occupying the cell, since two momentum equations are solved in
193the presented system
194

~FS;k ¼ bk
~FS ð10Þ 196196

197where bk is the averaged factor of k phase. To evaluate bk value,
198Bartosiewicz et al. (2008) proposed two models for averaged factor
199bk: the first based on mass average bk ¼ akqk=ða1q1 þ a2q2Þ, and the
200second one based on volume average in the cell bk ¼ ak (the second
201model is being applied in this paper).

2022.4. Interface sharpening algorithm

203As free surface is smeared over several cells, and even if conti-
204nuity equation is solved with the high resolution scheme, the
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205 smearing is still increasing with time. In the present paper conser-
206 vative Level Set method is applied (Olsson and Kreiss, 2005). The
207 method consists of two steps: in the first step, the continuity equa-
208 tion for the volume fraction Eq. (1) is solved with high resolution
209 scheme; in the second step an equation that acts as an artificial
210 compression is solved
211

@a1

@s
þr � ða1ð1� a1Þ~nÞ ¼ eDa1 ð11Þ213213

214 where ~n stands for the normal at the interface, and is calculated
215 only once at the beginning of the second step. s is an artificial time,
216 not equivalent to the actual time t. e is a small amount of ‘‘viscos-
217 ity’’, which is added to avoid discontinuities. Accuracy is assured
218 when
219 Z

janþ1 � anj < eT � Ds ð12Þ
221221

222 for a specified total tolerance eT .
223 The volume fraction values obtained through the Eq. (11) may
224 not satisfy the constraint a1 þ a2 ¼ 1:0, due to the numerical error.
225 Afterwards, the new volume fraction can be handled further using
226 an average
227

anþ1
1 ¼ anþ1

1

anþ1
1 þ anþ1

2

anþ1
2 ¼ anþ1

2

anþ1
1 þ anþ1

2

ð13Þ
229229

230 3. Numerical algorithm

231 Since each fluid in the two-fluid model has its own set of gov-
232 erning equations, the solution is further complicated by the cou-
233 plings of different terms (interchange on mass, momentum and
234 energy). The solution algorithm becomes more important and
235 two principal classes of algorithms have been devised. The first
236 class of approach is a coupled or semicoupled time-marching solu-
237 tion strategy (Liles and Reed, 1978; Mahaffy, 1982; Stewart and
238 Wendroff, 1984), which deals principally with fast transients.
239 When the interaction among the phases is very strong or the pro-
240 cesses to be simulated have short time scales i.e. nuclear reactor,
241 the governing equations are more tightly coupled. A fully implicit
242 method or semi-implicit approach, which is derived from Implicit
243 Continuous Eulerian (ICE) (Harlow and Amsden, 1971) method, is
244 preferred. Its advantages is robustness, efficiency, generality and
245 simplicity due to solving the velocity, pressure and volume fraction
246 equations simultaneously, while the principal drawback is high
247 storage requirements (Andrea and Gretar, 2007).
248 The second one consists of segregated algorithms derived from
249 the pressure-based schemes widely used in single-phase flow.
250 Among the solution algorithms, pressure-correction technique
251 caters for implicit-type algorithms of steady or unsteady solutions.
252 In the same way, pressure-correction technique is centered on the
253 basic philosophy of effectively coupling between the pressure and
254 the velocity of which the pressure is linked to the velocity via the
255 construction of a pressure field to guarantee the conservation of
256 mass (Yeoh and Tu, 2009). SIMPLE (Patankar, 1980), IPSA
257 (Spalding, 1979; Spalding, 1983) and PISO (Issa, 1986) are common
258 approaches employed for multifluid flow, and have been investi-
259 gated by many researchers. A common aspect of these pressure-cor-
260 rection procedures is the adoption of pressure correction iteration
261 solution, which is usually most time-consuming during the process,
262 especially in the fine mesh.
263 Although the widespread information is available on the single-
264 phase solution algorithm, much less information is available on the
265 multifluid algorithm. Many algorithms and techniques developed
266 for single-fluid flow have neither been fully extended nor applied
267 to the simulation of multifluid flow. Fraction step method

268(Yanenko, 1971; Chorin, 1968) being a popular method in a single
269fluid flow, is also a pressure-based segregated approach and can
270reduce the calculation quantity greatly in single time level by solv-
271ing the pressure directly. Considering the weakness of the pres-
272sure-correction solution, an incompressible Fractional Step
273method widely employed in single fluid is extended to multifluid
274field.

2753.1. The application of Fractional Step method

276The numerical resolution algorithm applied is the classical Frac-
277tional Step projection method. The temporal discretization is based
278on a central difference scheme for the time derivative term in the
279momentum Eq. (4)
280

@/k

@t
jnþ1=2 � /nþ1

k � /n
k

Dt
þ OðDt2Þ ð14Þ 282282

283A fully explicit second-order Adams–Bashforth scheme is used for
284Rð/kÞ without drag force term is
285

Rnþ1=2ð/kÞ �
3
2

Rnð/kÞ �
1
2

Rn�1ð/kÞ þ OðDt2;DxmÞ ð15Þ
287287

288And a first-order backward Euler scheme is considered for the pres-
289sure-gradient term. Incompressibility constraint is treated implic-
290itly. Thus, the semi-discretized momentum Eq. (4) is computed to
291obtain an intermediate predictor as
292

/�k ¼ /n
k þ Dt

3
2

Rnð/kÞ �
1
2

Rn�1ð/kÞ
� �

ð16Þ
294294

295Regarding source Eq. (4) terms, the interfacial forces near the inter-
296face in two phase flow are usually large, making the system of equa-
297tion stiff. Therefore, governing equations become an hyperbolic
298system with stiff source terms, which have been widely studied in
299the past years (Monthe, 2001; Tiselj and Horvat, 2002).
300A successful numerical method to overcome the previous
301method limitation is the operator splitting method (OSM), which
302splits stiff source term from others terms in Eq. (4). These other
303terms are integrated with explicit scheme and the stiff part (inter-
304facial forces) is integrated with implicit scheme. The system is then
305analytically solved and a new predictor is calculated as:
306

/p
1 ¼

/�1ð1þ Dt CD
d

qm
q2

a1Þ þ /�2ðDt CD
d

qm
q1

a2Þ
1þ Dt CD

d
qm
q2

a1 þ Dt CD
d

qm
q1

a2
ð17Þ

/p
2 ¼

/�1ðDt CD
d

qm
q2

a1Þ þ /�2ð1þ Dt CD
d

qm
q1

a2Þ
1þ Dt CD

d
qm
q2

a1 þ Dt CD
d

qm
q1

a2
ð18Þ

308308

309Defining pseudo-pressure as ~p ¼ Dtpnþ1, variables at nþ 1 can be
310calculated as
311

/nþ1
k ¼ /p

k �
1
qk
r~p ð19Þ

313313

314In fact,the above momentum equation just holds where its phase
315exists. In order to make the equation hold in all the domain, both
316sides of the equation are multiplied by anþ1

k 317

anþ1
k ð~unþ1

k Þ ¼ anþ1
k

~up
k �

1
qk

Dtrpnþ1
� �

ð20Þ
319319

320The sum of the two fluid equations yields the combined momentum
321equation
322

ða1/1Þ
nþ1 þ ða2/2Þ

nþ1 ¼ ðanþ1
1 /p

1 þ anþ1
2 /p

2Þ

� anþ1
1

q1
þ anþ1

2

q2

� �
r~p ð21Þ

324324
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325 Taking the divergence of the above equation yields a Poisson equa-
326 tion for ~p and substituting the Eqs. (5) and (22) is obtained
327

r � anþ1
1

q1
þ anþ1

2

q2

� �
r~p ¼ r � anþ1

1 /p
1 þ anþ1

2 /p
2

� �
ð22Þ

329329

330 The above Poisson equation is solved with SLU solver package
331 developed by Davis (2013). In order to close Eq. (22), the Neumann
332 boundary condition is imposed. Once the Poisson equation is
333 solved, the new velocity can be calculated as follows:
334

~unþ1
k ¼ ~up

k �
1
qk

~pnþ1; if ak > 0

~unþ1
k ¼ 0; if ak <¼ 0336336

337 Since an explicit time integration scheme is applied, the time-step
338 Dt is bounded by the CFL condition (Courant et al., 1928),
339

ðDtÞkð
j~ukj
Dxi
Þ

max
6 Cconv ¼ 0:35; ðDtÞk

jmkj
Dx2

i

� �
max

6 Cv isc ¼ 0:2

Dt ¼ minðDt1;Dt2Þ341341

342 3.2. Convective numerical scheme

343 In governing equations, convection term based on low order
344 scheme usually leads to strongly diffused solutions, particularly
345 for long integration times. As the two fluid is separated by one
346 interface, and the flux is a discontinuous function, numerical diffu-
347 sion caused will quickly mix the two phases and the interface will
348 lose its sharpness and disappear. It is, therefore, of considerable
349 interest to employ flux limiter. It can avoid the spurious oscilla-
350 tions (wiggles), which would otherwise occur with high order spa-
351 tial discretization schemes due to shocks, discontinuities or sharp
352 changes in the solution domain.
353 Using the flux limiter, the flux F at face in convective term is cal-
354 culated as Fi;j ¼ FL

i;j þui;jðF
H
i;j � FL

i;jÞ, where FH is a high-order flux
355 calculated with Lax–Wendroff scheme (Lax and Wendroff, 1960),
356 FL is a low-order flux with upwind scheme and u is the flux limiter.
357 Vanleer flux limiter (Leer, 1977) is applied in the work. It is defined
358 as follows:
359

ui;j ¼
jri;jj þ ri;j

1þ jri;jj
ð23Þ

361361

362 r is smoothness parameter, which is defined by:
363

ri;j ¼
bP � bD

bU � bP
¼ 1

biþ1;j � bi;j

bi;j � bi�1;j when ui;j > 0
biþ2;j � biþ1;j when ui;j < 0

(
ð24Þ

365365

366 where variable b stands for variables that is being calculated. The
367 notations ‘U’, ‘D’ and ‘P’ denote respectively the upstream, down-
368 stream points and the point being calculated.

369 3.3. Numerical procedure

370 The main strategy for solving the system as Fractional Step
371 method is summarized as:

372 Step 1. Input relative parameters (geometry, physical properties,
373 boundary condition).
374 Step 2. Calculate the time step.
375 Step 3. Evaluate the predictor Rð~ukÞ and intermediate predictor
376 with the Eq. (16).
377 Step 4. Substituting the intermediate predictor into the Eqs. (17)
378 and (18) to get the final predictor up.
379 Step 5. Solve Poisson Eq. (22) and the new velocities are
380 obtained.

381Step 6. Solve the continuity Eq. (1) and interface sharpening Eq.
382(11) to obtain the new volume fraction field.
383

3844. Test cases

385To validate and explore the capabilities of Fractional Step
386method in the two-fluid model with and without Level Set method,
387different multiphase flow problems with small or large length scale
388are solved, while the results obtained are compared with the exist-
389ing experimental, analytical and numerical data. Two free surface
390cases: Rayleigh–Taylor instability and dam break are presented
391without considering the surface tension, while three different
392cases: pressure jump over a droplet, an oscillating droplet and a
393rising bubble are carried out taking into account surface tension.
394Finally, a dispersed case-sedimentation is simulated considering
395only gravity effects.

3964.1. Rayleigh–Taylor instability

397Rayleigh–Taylor instability has attracted the attention of phys-
398icists due to its important role in inertially confined nuclear fusion.
399At the initial state of the Rayleigh–Taylor instability, a horizontal
400interface separates two fluids of different densities, when higher
401density fluid is at the top and lower density fluid is at the bottom.
402As this configuration is unstable, once a small perturbation is intro-
403duced, the heavy fluid falls into the light fluid as a spike, and the
404light fluid rises into the heavy fluid as a bubble.

4054.1.1. Initial and boundary conditions
406The relative parameters and conditions are exactly the same as
407in references (Cerne and Petelin, 2001; Strubelj and Tiselj, 2011).
408All simulations are performed in a two dimensional closed box
409(Length L ¼ 1 m, Height H ¼ 5:0 m) containing two immersible flu-
410ids (see Fig. 1). The interface between two fluids has a shape of
411weak cosine wave
412

d ¼ H � d cos
2px

L
� p

� �
þ 1

� �
0 6 x 6 L ð25Þ

414414

415where d0 ¼ 0:001 m. The properties of higher density fluid are den-
416sity q1 ¼ 3 kg=m3, dynamic viscosity l1 ¼ 0:03 Pa � s and the prop-
417erties of lighter density fluid are density q2 ¼ 1 kg=m3, dynamic
418viscosity l2 ¼ 0:01 Pa � s. The gravity is considered as g ¼ �10
419m=s2 and is downward vertically.

Fig. 1. Rayleigh–Taylor instability case.
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420 Non-slip boundary condition and the Neumann condition for
421 velocity ~u are respectively prescribed at the top, bottom and side
422 wall, while a symmetry boundary condition for pressure equation
423 (~nwall � rp ¼ 0) is imposed at all the walls. Although there is no sur-
424 face tension considered, the wetting angle is taken as h ¼ 90� since
425 it is needed by interface sharpening. Results are presented in terms
426 of dimensionless time s ¼ t=b. The deformation and its amplitude
427 time development is exponential
428

yðsÞ ¼ ds¼0ebs b2 ¼ gkAt At ¼ q1 � q2

q1 þ q2
ð26Þ

430430

431 where ds¼0 ¼ 0:002 m. k ¼ p=L is the smallest wave number and At
432 is Atwood number.

433 4.1.2. Results
434 Rayleigh–Taylor instability has been carried out considering dif-
435 ferent numerical schemes. Table 1 details 6 different groups con-
436 sidering continuity and momentum equations with or without
437 interface sharpening. Fig. 2(a) shows the amplitude growth in the
438 evolution process of Rayleigh–Taylor instability under different
439 meshes considering scheme f. It can be observed that at the begin-
440 ning period (s < 0:15) the numerical results present a slight dis-
441 agreement with the analytical data. This effect is due to, the
442 volume fraction near interface is always discontinuous or nonlin-
443 ear, but the linear interpolation is applied to track the greatest sun-
444 ken point in the simulation. The problem is specially important at
445 the beginning period where the initial disturbance is very thin, and
446 the relative error is significant. The maximum discrepancy
447 between mesh 32� 160 and 64� 320 is 17% while the maximum
448 discrepancy between mesh 64� 320 and 128� 640 is 4.5%, which
449 is clearly reduced with mesh density increasing. The amplitude dif-
450 ference between the numerical and analytical data at s ¼ 0:07 is
451 0.002 and at s ¼ 0:3 is 0.0338 on mesh 64� 320.
452 Fig. 2(b) demonstrates the amplitude growth between the ana-
453 lytical result and simulation data in the evolution process of Ray-
454 leigh–Taylor instability at mesh 64� 320. The numerical results
455 show all the schemes present a very similar result. The discrepancy
456 between analytical and numerical data at s ¼ 0:05 is 0.0014 and at
457 s ¼ 0:3 is 0.05. In order to further illustrate the influence of the
458 convective term discretization schemes in momentum, continuity
459 equations and interface sharpening, the different discretized
460 schemes with or without interface sharpening are depicted in
461 Fig. 3.
462 Furthermore, it can be seen from Fig. 3 that the diffusion of
463 scheme-a is significant, while others schemes show good agree-
464 ment of overcoming diffusion. Both Level Set interface sharpening
465 and Vanleer flux limiter can reduce the diffusion significantly.

466 4.2. Dam break

467 Due to the wide application of dam break in engineering, such as
468 designing offshore and coast structure, it has been widely studied in
469 the literature by many different experimental, theoretical and
470 numerical methods (Garrioch, 2000; Abdolmaleki and Morris-
471 Thomas, 2004). This problem was adopted by several researchers
472 as a benchmark test to validate the numerical performance of the
473 proposed formulations for solving two-liquid interfaces or free-sur-
474 face flows.

475Cruchaga et al. (2007) performed a set of dam break experi-
476ments using a reservoir with shampoo and water for two different
477initial column aspect ratios with the corresponding numerical pre-
478dictions. In their simulation, the formulation-edge-tracked inter-
479face locater technique (ETILT) is used, while wall friction and
480turbulence effects are also included. In order to validate the capa-
481bility of two-fluid model at high density ratio and high viscosity,
482the same set of dam break is simulated. The length and height of
483the whole container is L ¼ 0:42 m and H ¼ 0:44 m respectively
484(see Fig. 4). The initial width of the column a is 0.114 m while
485the liquid aspects ratio is defined as
486

Ar ¼
b
a

ð27Þ 488488

489All the simulations were done on the same mesh size as Cruchaga et
490al. (2007): 100� 75 for water and 60� 45 for shampoo with and
491without additional Level Set method (LSM) in order to validate
492capability of Fractional Step method under high density and viscos-
493ity ratios. The upwind scheme is applied in the discretization of
494momentum equation while Van leer flux limiter is used in continu-
495ity equation. The spread of the water along the floor, the height of
496the water along the left vertical wall, and the height of the water
497along the right vertical wall are compared. Since the later period
498of flow is mixed with turbulent flow, only the early stage of result
499is compared against the experimental data. In reference, the

Table 1
The detailed numerical schemes being applied.

Scheme-a Scheme-b Scheme-c Scheme-d Scheme-e Scheme-f

Momentum equation Upwind Upwind Upwind Upwind Vanleer Vanleer
Continuity equation Upwind Upwind Vanleer Vanleer Vanleer Vanleer
Interface sharpening Without With Without With Without With
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Fig. 2. Rayleigh–Taylor instability. (a) Amplitude of different meshes at scheme f.
(b) Amplitude of different schemes on mesh 64� 320.
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500 simulation with and without wall friction effects were simulated,
501 respectively. In the present paper, Cruchaga-1 represents Cruchaga
502 numerical results without wall friction, Cruchaga-2 is numerical
503 results with wall friction and dimensionless position is defined
504 HðLÞ=a, present-with and without LSM stands for algorithm with
505 and without additional Level Set method, respectively.

506 4.2.1. Collapse of a water column
507 The first case is a water column collapse. The fluid properties
508 are: q1 ¼ 1000 kg=m3 and l1 ¼ 0:001 kg=m s for the water, and
509 q2 ¼ 1 kg=m3 and l2 ¼ 1:983 � 10�5 kg=m s for the air. Fig. 5

510illustrates the collapsing process of a water column with aspect
511ratio Ar ¼ 2 with interface sharpening method(due to the space
512limitation, the evolution process without Level Set method is not
513presented). Since the turbulent flow is involved in the later stage
514of water collapse, only the first 0.5 s was simulated. It can be
515observed that the column begins to move due to the sudden draw-
516ing of the baffle. Afterward the water flows along the bottom of the
517container until reaches the right wall. The water column starts to
518climb along the right wall because of the existing inertia.
519Fig. 6 shows the numerical result performance of the water col-
520umn collapse against the reference’s experimental data and

Fig. 3. Volume fraction field at different instants for different schemes.
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521 numerical results (Cruchaga et al., 2007). The numerical results
522 obtained with and without Level Set method show good agree-
523 ment. They are both very similar with the referred experimental
524 and numerical data on the horizontal position with a maximum
525 time advance of 0.02 s. The left vertical position almost coincides
526 with the experimental and their numerical data, with a time delay
527 of 0.03 s compared to the experimental data, which confirms good
528 performance of the present model in the case. The right vertical
529 position is more similar with the experimental result compared
530 to the referred numerical data. The maximum peak value discrep-
531 ancy between the experimental data and the present numerical
532 result is 3.5%. The mass conservation performs very well in the case
533 with a range of deviation 	1%. The good consistency with and
534 without Level Set method shows the capability of the present Frac-
535 tional Step method in high density ratio.

536 4.2.2. Collapse of a shampoo column
537 The collapse of shampoo column is dam break with high density
538 and viscosity ratios. Shampoo properties are q1 ¼ 1042 kg=m3 and
539 l1 ¼ 8 kg=m � s and air properties are q2 ¼ 1 kg=m3 and l2 ¼
540 1:983 � 10�5 kg=m s.
541 Fig. 7 shows the evolution process and predicts the interface
542 behaviour of a shampoo column collapse with aspect ratio Ar ¼ 2
543 with Level Set method(the evolution process without Level Set
544 method is not shown because of lack of space). It can be seen from
545 the evolution of Fig. 7 that there is a tiny bulge at t ¼ 0:1 s and
546 t ¼ 0:2 s, which is not consistent with the experimental phenome-
547 non. One possible reason is that the drag force parameter being
548 applied in the present model maybe not completely suitable for
549 the flow with high viscosity and there is lack of surface tension
550 force. Fig. 8 exhibits the interface positions at different walls during
551 the evolution of shampoo collapse with and without Level Set
552 method. On the horizontal position comparison, there is a time
553 advance of 0:015s at beginning and a time delay of 0.025 s at the late
554 stage (t > 0:3 s). The left vertical position shows a good agreement
555 with the numerical data of Cruchaga while all the four results

556present significant deviations with the experimental data. Differ-
557ent from the horizontal position and right vertical position com-
558parison, the left vertical position with and without Level Set

Fig. 4. Dam break case.

t=0.0 s t=0.1 s t=0.2 s t=0.3 s t=0.4 s t=0.5 s

Fig. 5. Evolution process of a water column with aspect ratio Ar ¼ 2.
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Fig. 6. Collapse of a water column with aspect ratio Ar ¼ 2. (a) Horizontal point. (b)
Left vertical point. (c) Right vertical point.
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559 method are not highly coincident while they present a discrepancy
560 from 0.3 s to 0.9 s. In the comparison of the right vertical position, a
561 clear distinction between the present data and experimental data
562 is presented with an average error of 0.3 s before 0.7 s. In the sim-
563 ulation, the shampoo was considered a Newtonian fluid, but actu-
564 ally the shampoo is not a pure Newtonian fluid with a variable
565 viscosity, which is a significant aspect resulting in all the inconsis-
566 tency observed. The good consistency with and without Level Set
567 method at high viscosity ratio are confirmed further through the
568 shampoo collapsing case.

569 4.3. Pressure jump over a droplet interface

570 The static drop in equilibrium without gravity has been tested
571 to validate our surface tension force model, which has been studied
572 as a validation case in many literatures (Francois et al., 2006;
573 Seifollahi et al., 2008; Yabe et al., 2001; Vincent and Caltagirone,
574 2004). The theoretical jump in pressure across drop in this case
575 is given by Dp ¼ r=R, where r is surface tension coefficient and R
576 is radius of a droplet.
577 The computational domain considered is a two-dimensional
578 square cavity having a side length of L ¼ 7:5 mm. An ethanol drop-
579 let is initially located at the center of the domain with a radius
580 R ¼ 2 mm. The whole domain full of air is in zero gravity and the
581 surface tension coefficient between the ethanol and air is taken
582 to be r ¼ 0:02361 N=m. The fluid properties are q1 ¼ 787:88
583 kg=m3; l1 ¼ 1:2 � 10�3 Pa s for ethanol and q2 ¼ 1:1768 kg=m3;

584 l2 ¼ 1:0 � 10�5 Pa s for the air. The real physical properties of air
585 and ethanol are employed in the present paper, which are different
586 from the Tiselj test case (Strubelj et al., 2009).
587 Initially the velocity and pressure are fixed to zero. The exact
588 pressure difference Dp is 11.8050 Pa. In the computational results
589 that follow, the error in the pressure jump and in the maximum
590 velocity is investigated. The relative pressure jump error is evalu-
591 ated as
592

eðDpÞ ¼
jDpnumerical � Dpanalyticalj

Dpanalytical
ð28Þ

594594

595 where Dpsimulation denotes the averaged pressure difference between
596 inside and outside the drop. To avoid considering the transition
597 region, inside means the cell of volume fraction a >¼ 0:999.
598 Spurious currents near the interface are best illustrated in the
599 static drop in equilibrium. The reason of its appearance are numer-
600 ical errors. The order of magnitude of parasitic velocities can be
601 estimated according to the surface tension and dynamic viscosity
602 of the drop (Vincent and Caltagirone, 2004)
603

up ¼
Cpr
l1

ð29Þ
605605

606where Cp is a numerical constant characteristic of the quality of the
607numerical modeling of surface tension forces (a non-dimensional
608number similar to a capillary number).
609A pressure jump over a droplet interface is presented at differ-
610ent meshes, while the results are depicted at 0.2 s when Umax tends
611to asymptotic value. Fig. 9 presents the pressure cut-lines at
612y = 0.00375 for various levels of grid refinement and as can be seen
613the pressure approximation become sharper with the finer grids.
614The pressure jump and velocities induced by numerical error are
615given in Table 2. The relative error decreases as the mesh increases.
616Typical Cp is found between 10�3 and 10�10. The minimum Cp for
617VOF-PLIC approach is 5 � 10�5 and 5 � 10�7 for the front tracking

t=0.0 s t=0.1 s t=0.2 s t=0.3 s t=0.4 s

t=0.5 s t=0.6 s t=0.7 s t=0.8 s t=0.9 s

Fig. 7. Evolution process of a shampoo column with aspect ratio Ar ¼ 2.
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Fig. 8. Collapse of a shampoo column with aspect ratio Ar ¼ 2. (a) Horizontal point.
(b) Left vertical point. (c) Right vertical point.
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618 method (Vincent and Caltagirone, 2004), the present parasitic
619 velocities are in a reasonable range. Fig. 10 show the spurious
620 velocity field at 0.2 s, for the finest mesh 128� 128 with a refer-
621 ence vector of 8 � 10�3. It can been observed from the figure that
622 the spurious velocity is concentrated near the interface region,
623 even if the light spurious velocity exists in other regions.

624 4.4. Oscillating droplet

625 Oscillating droplet has been employed to illustrate the
626 dynamic case of surface tension force (Francois et al., 2006;
627 Torres and Brackbill, 2000; Stuckrad et al., 1993). The same test
628 case as (Strubelj et al., 2009; Vincent and Caltagirone, 2004)

629was considered. The ethanol ellipsoid drop or square drop is
630located in a computational domain of square cavity full of air
631with zero gravity. The size of the domain is 75 mm� 75 mm.
632The shape of ellipse drop is given by the equation ðx=0:02856Þ2
633þðy=0:01782Þ2 ¼ 1. The side length of square drop is 40 mm.
634The fluid properties are the same as the previous test case. The
635initial velocity field is set to zero in the whole domain and the
636Neumann boundary condition was imposed. The theoretical oscil-
637lation period is obtained by
638

x2
0 ¼

ðn3 � nÞr
ðq1 þ q2ÞR

3 ; s0 ¼
2p
x0

ð30Þ
640640

641where x0 is oscillation frequency and s0 is oscillating time period.
642Due to the surface tension, the droplet begins to oscillate. A
643mesh refinement assessment has been carried out. Fig. 11(a) shows
644the evolution process of north pole of ellipse drop on mesh size
64564� 64 and 128� 128. It can be observed that the oscillation
646damping of mesh size 64 � 64 is larger than the results on mesh
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Table 2
Pressure jump over a droplet and numerically induced velocities in the ethanol on
different meshes.

32� 32 64� 64 128� 128

Dp (Pa) 12.32 11.7359 11.7803
Dp error/(%) 4.36 0.59 0.21
Cp 1.11e�3 7.93e�4 4.54e�04
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Fig. 10. Spurious velocity at t ¼ 0:2 s.
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Table 3
Oscillation period of droplet in simulation with different numbers cells and time
steps.

Mode (n ¼ 2) Analytical 64� 64 128� 128

s (s) 1.5888 1.565 1.5978
s error (%) – �1.498 0.057

Mode (n ¼ 4) Analytical 64� 64 128� 128
s (s) 0.5024 0.5147 0.515
s error (%) – 2.45 2.508
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647 size 128 � 128, which is consistent with the previous observation
648 (Strubelj et al., 2009). The observed oscillation damping is caused
649 by the larger numerical viscosity (discretization error in the con-
650 vective part, which acts as a diffusive term) in the momentum
651 equation. The oscillation period on fine mesh is more accurate than
652 on the coarse mesh, but both are in the range of 	2%. The maxi-
653 mum deviation of mass conservation is 0.02% through the whole
654 process.
655 The simulation of square drop was also done (Fig. 11(b)). It was
656 found that there is maximum oscillation period discrepancy of
657 	3% on different mesh sizes, and the drop hardly oscillated any
658 more in the simulation of initially square droplet after 6 s. The
659 mass conserve exactly during the whole process.
660 In order to illustrate the exact error among different mesh size
661 and time step, Table 3 is given. At smaller time step on the same
662 mesh, oscillation period agree well with the analytical data.

663 4.5. Rising bubble

664 The rise of an air bubble in water by buoyancy forces was pro-
665 posed by Hysing et al. (2009) as benchmark case to validate the
666 code’s capability. Results obtained are compared with Tiselj data
667 (Strubelj et al., 2009) and Hysing data (Hysing et al., 2009). The
668 gas bubble of density q1 ¼ 100 kg=m3, viscosity l1 ¼ 1 Pa s and
669 R0 ¼ 25 cm is initially imposed in the liquid with properties
670 q2 ¼ 1000 kg=m3, viscosity l2 ¼ 10 Pa � s. The chosen fluids are
671 non-realistic and the purpose is to compare the results obtained
672 with different numerical methods. The gravity in the system is
673 g ¼ �0:98 m=s2 and the surface tension between fluids is r ¼
674 24:5 N=m. The corresponding dimensionless numbers are Re ¼
675 q1

ffiffiffi
g
p ð2R0Þ3=2

=l1 ¼ 35 and Eo ¼ 4q1gR2
0=r ¼ 10. The initial fluids

676 are both at rest initially. The computational domain for the test
677 problem is chosen to be ½0;1
 � ½0;2
. The geometry is shown in
678 Fig. 12(a).
679 Several parameters were analyzed and compared to the results
680 of Strubelj et al. (2009) and Hysing et al. (2009): the position of
681 bubble mass center, the rise velocity, mass conservation of the
682 bubble and the circularity. The numerical simulation were imple-
683 mented respectively on mesh size 80� 160; 160� 320 and
684 320� 640. Vanleer flux limiter was applied to both continuity
685 equation and momentum equation. With and without Level Set
686 method algorithm were respectively performed in this case for ver-
687 ifying the capability in this moving situation.

688Fig. 13 presents the performance of rising bubble with Level Set
689method in the present simulation. The numerical result were com-
690pared with the Tiselj data and Hysing data (Hysing et al., 2009).
691Seeing that the curve on different meshes are very close in refer-
692ence (Strubelj et al., 2009), only the result on mesh size 80� 160
693is employed as the reference in the case. In Fig. 13(a), the results
694on different mesh size are almost the same, and their mass center
695curves coincide within the first 2 s. Afterward the difference
696among them starts to increase but still is not great. It can be
697observed from Fig. 13(b) that, the results is closer to the Tiselj data
698than the Hysing curve, which is obtained with Level Set method,
699but the result move slowly toward the Hysing curve with the
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Fig. 12. Initial bubble position.
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Rise velocity.
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700 increasing mesh. Fig. 13(c) presents the rising velocity of the bub-
701 ble at mass center. The similar phenomenon as Fig. 13(b) appears,
702 but the difference among different mesh sizes is quite small and

703can be neglected. The bubble evolution with time can be seen in
704Fig. 12(b).
705Fig. 14 gives the result of a rising bubble without Level Set
706method at different grids. It shows the similar performance as with
707Level Set method on bubble mass center position and bubble circu-
708larity, while the pronounced difference between them appears on
709bubble rise velocity. With Level Set method, the data with a coarse
710mesh is closer to a Tiselj curve between 1.5 s and 2.5 s, and the
711result is far from the Tiselj curve, and towards the Hysing curve
712as the mesh size increases. On the contrary, without the Level
713Set method, the data in coarse mesh is closer to a Hysing curve
714between 1.5 s and 2.5 s and the curve goes close to the Tiselj curve
715as the mesh become finer. Meanwhile, the clear disagreement was
716observed after 2.5 s, especially in the coarse mesh.
717All the results show the good consistency with the Tiselj result.
718The total mass in all the simulations is conserved very well, and the
719maximum error is less than 0.1%.
720In order to compare the key parameters quantitatively, Table 4
721was given. In the table, the position of center mass at t ¼ 3 s, the
722maximum rising velocity and its appearing time, the minimum cir-
723cularity and its appearing time are listed and compared with the
724Hysing result and Tiselj result. It can be summarized from the table
725that the results of the two fluid model with and without Level Set
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Fig. 14. Performance of rising bubble without LSM. (a) Mass center. (b) Circularity.
(c) Rise velocity.

Table 4
Parameter comparison of bubble development.

Parameter Hysing Tiselj With Level Set method Without Level Set method

80� 160 160� 320 320� 640 80� 160 160� 320 320� 640

Mass center (t ¼ 3 s) 1.0817 1.0679 1.0569 1.064 1.066 1.060 1.061 1.061
Max velocity (m/s) 0.2418 0.2457 0.2398 0.2431 0.2443 0.2392 0.2415 0.2429
Time (s) 0.9214 0.9235 0.9301 0.9301 0.9301 0.9251 0.9201 0.9251
Min circularity (m) 0.9012 0.8876 0.8859 0.8895 0.8916 0.8987 0.8928 0.8907
Time (s) 1.8830 1.8915 1.9001 1.9001 1.8901 1.8501 1.8601 1.8701

(a)

H

D

(b)

Fig. 15. Sedimentation case. (a) Initial state. (b) Final state.
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726 method using Fractional Step method are very similar to the
727 results of Hysing and Tiselj.

728 4.6. Sedimentation

729 Sedimentation is a classical dispersed flow case, in which the
730 interface characteristic length scale of fluids are usually smaller
731 than the grid cell. This problem is a simplified physical phenomena
732 proposed by Coquel et al. (1997), based on a separation of air and
733 water by gravity. It consists of a vertical tube of H ¼ 7:5 m length
734 and D ¼ 1 m diameter, where the gravity is the only source term,
735 any others terms including drag forces are not taken into account.
736 At the initial condition of zero gravity, the tube is filled with stag-
737 nant liquid and gas with a homogeneous volume fraction of 0.5 and
738 a uniform pressure of p0 ¼ 0:1 MPa (Fig. 15(a)). The tube is closed
739 at both ends and, thus, the velocities of the two fluids are forced to
740 equal zero at both ends. The Neumann boundary condition is
741 imposed on lateral walls in velocity and volume fraction. At one
742 instant, the gravity is suddenly imposed on the whole system.
743 Due to the gravity effect, the liquid falls downwards to the bottom
744 of the tube, while the gas come up to the top of the tube
745 (Fig. 15(b)). The objective of this problem is to check the capability
746 of the model in the dispersed flow with small scale interface
747 describing countercurrent flow conditions with strong void gradi-
748 ents typical of many situations where phase separation are
749 dominating.
750 The physical properties for water are: q1 ¼ 1000 kg=m3 and
751 l1 ¼ 0:798� 10�3 Pa � s and for air: q2 ¼ 1 kg=m3 and l1 ¼ 1:983
752 �10�5 Pa � s. In order to check the mesh independence, the simula-
753 tions are respectively implemented using 5� 75; 10� 150 and

75420� 300 control volumes. Since it is a dispersed flow, interface
755sharpening equation in step 6 (Section 3.3) is not implemented in
756the case. Vanleer flux limiter is applied on continuity and momen-
757tum equations, and the obtained results are compared with the ana-
758lytical solution from literature (Evje and Flåtten, 2003).
759The liquid volume fraction distribution along the vertical height
760at different times is shown in Figs. 16 and 17. The comparisons show
761that the present numerical results are in good agreement with the
762analytical ones. Separation point between mixture phase and liquid
763phase at t ¼ 0:6 s (Fig. 16(a)) presents a slight delay in comparison
764with the analytical prediction with a maximum deviation of 0.1 m.

765The differences measured by 1-norm kEk ¼
P

jDjaj � aanalytical
j j are

7660.2466, 0.1458, 0.0906 at t ¼ 0:6 s for three different refined meshes
767respectively, and 0.1997, 0.1001, 0.0500 at t ¼ 1 s for the same mesh
768sizes. The slight delay of separation point between gas and liquid
769phase still exists with the same discrepancy of 0.1 m (Fig. 17(a)).

7705. Conclusions

771In the present work, the two-fluid model has been solved by
772means of the explicit Fractional Step method avoiding the problem
773of implicit formulation under pressure-based iteration method.
774Surface tension is also solved, while diffusion effects have been
775reduced, considering high resolution schemes and implementing
776interface sharpening method. Verification tests of mesh density
777and numerical schemes are carried out in order to confirm the
778influence of discretization scheme.
779The capability of the two-fluid model with Fractional Step
780method in flow with small or large scale length interface has been
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Fig. 16. Comparison between numerical and analytical results at t = 0.6 s. (a)
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781 assured by means of different numerical and experimental cases
782 with and without interface sharpening method. In order to high-
783 light the capability of the two fluid model in flow with large scale
784 length, Rayleigh–Taylor instability, dam break, droplet and rising
785 bubble have respectively been implemented. The results obtained
786 are all consistent with the referred data. The case of Rayleigh–
787 Taylor instability illustrates clearly the advantages of Vanleer flux
788 limiter and interface sharpening on controlling the diffusion. Dam
789 break cases shows the good performance in the flow with high
790 density ratio and high viscosity. Through the simulation of pres-
791 sure jump over droplet interface, oscillating droplet and rising bub-
792 ble, the capability of the two-fluid model where surface tension
793 dominated was validated. The capability of the two-fluid model
794 in the flow with small scale length interface is presented in the
795 case of sedimentation.
796 Overall, the present simulations and results conclude that, the
797 two fluid model with small or large characteristic scales can be
798 solved successfully to obtain the accurate results through Frac-
799 tional Step method algorithm, and it can also be applied to simu-
800 late the free surface flow if appropriate formulations and
801 parameters are used. The Fractional Step method is able to solve
802 the large characteristics scale problems without interface sharpen-
803 ing even with coarse meshes, reducing the diffusion and sharp the
804 interface in all situations.
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